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translation in English:
In circles that are currently involved with folk, this new -and third- album by the Finnish six has been eagerly
anticipated for some time now. Of course, that has everything to do with what those people have put down
on their previous two records and the following tours: a very own mix of Finnish tradition, contemporary
electronics and pop-with-rock influences, which really caught on everywhere, where the six made their
appearance. And those were quite a few places and regions, including our small countries near the North
Sea, but just as much the large Germany, where they have been housed for more than seven years, record
and management - to Hong Kong and Malaysia and of course our own Scandinavia.
The basic ingredients actually remain the same: three powerful female voices, enchanting and irresistible
rhythms and lyrics that for us ordinary non-Finns can only be somewhat deciphered with the help of a good
online translation machine and which, it turns out, quite often about “ change, growth, war and pandemic”.
That means that you can describe those lyrics as “contemporary” without too much risk, although I also
learn from the CD booklet that, as in “Kylmä Lintu Kyyneleeni” and “Kymmenniekka Kylässä”, for example,
ancient poetry is taken back. They are then given a very modern look, with the result that the nine tracks

thunder past at a speed. 37 minutes of full throttle, which are introduced with the title track and which is
immediately completely indicative of what you can expect from the six live: for them this may hardly be
more than a finger gesture, but this textless opener immediately sets the bar very high: more playing and
juggling sounds doesn't seem like this, but it is done in a fairly fantastic way: the voices meander around
each other and, in conjunction with the droning percussion, create an atmosphere that immediately draws
you in.
In “Ukkonen (meaning “Thunder”, I read) the voices do get on with a text this time and you hear Päivi
Hirvonen, Maija Kauhainen and Essi Muikku -as if that was still necessary- prove that they not only can
play the viol and cante in a masterful way, but also, if not especially, that they are great singers. It may
seem that I want to push
the gentlemen of the company into the background a bit, but that is not true: Veikko Muikku (keys), Sami
Kujala (bass) and Oskari Lehtonen (percussion) are just as important as the ladies, but you can there's no
denying that the voices and strings sparkle and that is perhaps most evident in our favorite track, "Veri"
(which in turn seems
to mean "Blood"): here keys and percussion pull out all the stops, but the ladies put a good layer on top
of it, resulting in a track on which you inevitably move along, even if you are in a wheelchair. Tested it
myself last weekend, really!

Anyway, in short: we were fans from the very beginning and we also follow the solo albums of the members
of this six from very closely. That will not diminish with this new one, on the contrary: one would wish that
the summer, which is barely over, may be here again soon, so that we can go and see the okras live again.
Now, I read that they want to conquer the United States next year. Well, that means waiting a few more
months, right? In any case, with this record within reach, that becomes a piece of cake. Brilliant disc again!

(Dani Heyvaert)

